
The Flat collective meeting minutes - September 29, 2010

present: Alissa, Farid, Paras, Eli, Rea, Krzysztof, Zinta, Ben, Finn
speakers’ list: Paras
facilitator: Farid
minutes: Zinta

Volunteer Orientation
-first one this Friday, October 1st at 5pm
-Ben, Alissa, Krz, Rea will be there, Finn will be late
mmm...Alissa and Rea think they should attend instead of lead
-went through the volunteer orientation list of info to share and discussed what was ir/relevant.
 Checklist
Should we bother enforcing it if it won’t be consulted all the time because there’s often a rush or people forget?
Yes, we should encourage checking it as much as possible! It is important!
 Handbook
Zinta will try to have it done for Friday’s orientation.

ResoVelo
-AGM happened at end of velo!velo! September 26th
-bogged down by bureaucratic stuff
 -not all co-ops were represented

-Krzysztof is the default Flat representative because he was the only one of us there
Some of us questioned if ResoVelo is really necessary.
-no one is very willing and able to commit to being a board representative, except Krzysztof
-we should keep the door open in case someone joins the collective and is excited to take it on
-it needs enthusiastic people who have time and are willing to get things moving
-meetings are about every 2 months and are pretty bilingual/French
-Krzysztof is going to stay as our representative because he’d like to see things happen

Ask Stuart
Does anyone want to help this week? 400 words due this Friday. E-mail us bike, love, and bike love questions!

Suggestion box
Should we get one?

New computer
Has arrived. Not everything is installed.
-possibility for old computer to be kept for bike repair research use, monitor and keyboard would be kept on coun-
ter for patrons to consult
We need to clean up our powerbar.
 -remove useless cords

Volunteer Roles
-we have a pretty big volunteer base
-a new, suggested volunteer role structure:
 -everyone inside the shop would be a mechanic
 -1 volunteer per stand for entire duration of the shift
 -EM would float
 -DP would be at the door. period.
 -no mechanics in the hallway; if a user can do a repair by themselves, they can do it in the hall, but they 
won’t get help



Rationale for the suggested change:
-volunteer roles are very blurred, messy
-having a ‘go-to’ person makes the shop user’s experience simpler and better
-faster repair turnaround

Arguments against:
-volunteer mechanics having a bit of freedom is nice
-power dynamics can arise between people who are “stuck” together, either through knowledge/ability (experienced 
patron, new volunteer) or just bad vibes. being able to freely leave the dynamic without consulting other volunteers 
is more comfortable and less likely to offend anyone.
-patrons also might not want to be stuck with a volunteer --even if they are learning

-maybe try it out, but not have it as our ‘new model’
-or have a better balance of more experienced mechanics versus mechanics who are super new
-maybe we should just have more voluteers but not have a rigid structure

It was decided that more volunteers would be scheduled for a shift, but the rigid structure would not be put in place.

general tidbits that came up about bikes in the hall:
-safety issues: no support, help, supervision
-porters eventually won’t let us do it
-DP really has to prevent people from fixing bikes in front of the Muslim Students’ Association

anti-oppression update:
Rea has been in contact with awesome anti-oppression facilitators who will be able to train us on fairly short notice.
The facilitators want to prepare our training to be specific to the Flat space. What kinds of situations have we dealt 
with or can we envision having to deal with using an anti-oppressive framework?
give Rea your suggestions,
e-mail her, call her, talk to her
if you want it to be anonymous, e-mail her from the Flat e-mail.
Date and time for anti-oppression training to be determined.

shift report
-sometimes volunteers figure out better ways of doing things on shift
-is there a good way to update each other on stuff that’s going on, things we need, etc?
-we used to have a shift log book but no one checked in on other shift logs.
-volunteer equivalent to the collective googlegroup? this seems like a good idea.
-what if we wrote on the wall?
 response: that’s what the whiteboard is for, and it’s full of stuff so no one ever looks at it.
 action taken: z recorded everything and put it into 2 columns, stuff to do and stuff to get.
 it doesn’t look as unmanageable now, and it turns out that we actually took care of some of those things.
 while z was doing this she thought of a brilliant system to get sh*t done. but she won’t tell you about it until  
after harvest fest.
deleting stuff in e-mail account 
delete completely irrelevant stuff, archive old things just in case.

orderrrr
Krzysztof will do his thing.

next meeting:
how do we make sure mechanics’ skill levels are balanced on shift?


